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Let H be a real Hilbert space with an inner product ( , ) and IK a 
nonempty closed convex subset of H. We are concerned with the following 
problem (variational inequality): given a mapping F : IK -+ H, find u E IK 
such that 
(J’(u), u - u> > 0 Vu E IK. (1) 
As a general reference to variational inequalities, see 141. Suppose that F is a 
gradient operator, i.e., there exists a functional @ whose Frtchet derivative 
Q’(U) has the property that 
@‘(u) v  = (F(u), v) VuEIK, vE H 
(in other words, the Riesz representation of Q’(u) is given by F(u)). Abusing 
notation, we shall write Q’(U) = F(u). It is well known that if @ is bounded 
below and attains its intimum over IK, then inequality (1) has a solution U, 
such that 
14, Proposition 1.5.11. 
Let D be a bounded domain in Rd and H the real Sobolev space HLq2(L2). 
Consider the variational inequality 
uEIK: 
1 vu. V(v-u)dx-Ij’ u(v-u)dx>jng(v-u)dx Vu E IK. (2) 
-0 n 
Here V denotes the gradient (in Rd), 1 E R, g E L’(Q) and IK = (v E H : 
v(x) 2 0 a.e. in 0). By the Riesz representation theorem this inequality may 
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be rewritten in abstract form (1) (cf. Section 2). Furthermore, F(u) is the 
gradient of the functional 
@(U)=+j (Vu * vu-h2)dx-J gudx. 
n n 
It is easily seen that @ is not bounded below if ,4 > 0. So inequality (2) 
cannot have a solution which minimizes @ (in fact, it may not have any 
solution at all). 
The purpose of the present paper is to study the solvability of inequality 
(1) with F a gradient operator. Although we do not assume that the 
associated functional @ is bounded below, we make an assumption which 
implies that the restriction of @ to certain afftne subspaces of finite 
codimension attains its infimum (cf. Section 1 for a more precise statement). 
In Section 1 we are concerned with an abstract operator F. We introduce a 
functional u/, defined on a convex subset of a finite-dimensional space, and 
show that local maxima and minima of ly correspond to solutions of 
inequality (1). The solutions correponding to local minima of w are also 
local minima of @ while the ones corresponding to local maxima of w are in 
a sense saddle points for @. In Section 2 we apply the abstract results of 
Section 1 to a rather simple situation: we study an inequality similar to (2) 
with A between the first and the second eigenvalue of -A. We also prove the 
existence of multiple solutions of a variational inequality involving a 
semilinear coercive operator. 
1. ABSTRACT RESULT 
Let H be a real Hilbert space and IK a nonempty closed convex subset of 
H. Given a direct decomposition of H, H = E 0 W, introduce the following 
notation: for u E H write u = t + w, where t E E and w E W, for a fixed 
t E E set 
IK,= (WE W:t+wElK}. 
Also, let 
T={~EE:IK,#QI} 
(that is, T is the image of IK under the projection into E along W) and let f 
be the interior of T in E. It is readily seen that T is convex but not 
necessarily closed in E. 
Consider the variational inequality 
uE IK: (F(u), u - u) > 0 Vu E IK, (3) 
where the mapping F : IK + H is continuous and satisfies the following two 
conditions: 
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(Cl) F is of class C’ and is the gradient of a weak lower semicon- 
tinuous functional @. 
(C2) There exists a decomposition H = E @ W, 1 < dim E < co, such 
that 
(F’(u) w, w> > 6 l141z VuEIK, WE W, 
where 6 is a positive constant and F’(u) denotes the Frechet derivative of F 
at 24. 
We shall show, in a number of steps, that there exists a functional 
v : T+ R, whose local maxima and minima correspond to solutions of the 
variational inequality (3). 
1.1 LEMMA. Let t E T. Then 
(i) the functional w  M @(t + w) is strictly convex and, if IK, is 
unbounded, @(t + w) + co as )I w/I -+ 03, w  E IK,; 
(ii) (F(t + v) - F(t + w), v - w) > 6 1) v - w  /I2 Vu, w  E IK, (6 is the 
constant in (C2)). 
Proof: By Taylor’s formula and (C2), 
@(I + w) - qt + v) 
= (F(t + v), w  - v) + .‘d (1 - s)(F’(t + v + s(w - v))(w - v), w  - v) ds 
> (F(t + v), w  - v) + $3 I( w  - v II*. 
Hence the functional w E-+ @(t + w) is strictly convex (cf. [3, Proposition 
1.5.41). The second assertion of (i) is obtained by letting v be fixed and 
1) w/I + co in the above inequality. In order to prove (ii) note that 
@(t + v) - @(t + w) > (F(t + w), v - w) + +S II v - w  II* 
and add this inequality to the previous one. 1 
1.2. LEMMA. Let t E T. Then the inequality 
w E IK,: (F(t + w), z - w) > 0 Vz E IK, (4) 
has a unique solution w  = w(t). Furthermore, 
@(t + w(t)) = f-$; @(t + w) 
I 
and @(t + w(t)) < @(t + w) for w  + w(t). 
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ProoJ It follows from Lemma 1.1(i) that the functional w t, @(t + w) 
attains its inlimum over IK, at a unique point w(t) (cf. [3, Proposition 
11.1.21). According to [3, Proposition 11.2.11, w is a solution of (4) if and 
only if it minimizes @(t + w). This completes the proof. 1 
We shall need the following technical 
1.3. LEMMA. (i) Let uO = t, + wO E IK, where t, E f. Denote by 7~ the 
projection t + w t-+ t. If B is a neighbourhood of uO in IK, then x(B) is a 
neighbourhood oft, in T. 
(ii) Zf dim E = 1, the same conclusion holds for all t, E T. 
ProoJ: Assume without loss of generality that u0 = 0 and B is convex. 
Then n(B) is also convex. Since t, E ? or dim E = 1, it follows that if n(B) is 
not a neighbourhood of t, = 0, then there exists a t E T such that st 6&(B) 
for any 0 < s < 1. On the other hand, IK, # $, so that t + w E IK for some 
w E W. Hence s(t + w) E IK for all s E [0, I]. Consequently, s,(t + w) E B 
for some s, > 0 and thus s,t E ?r(B), a contradiction. a 
Let IJ/ be a functional on T defined by 
v(t) = Qqt + w(t)), 
where w(t) is the solution of inequality (4). In general v and w(t) need not be 
continuous for all t E T. However, the following weaker result is true: 
1.4. PROPOSITION. (i) The mapping t H w(t) and the functional ye are 
continuous for all t E f. 
(ii) If dim E = 1, the same conclusion holds for all t E T. 
Proof. Let { tn} be a sequence in T such that t, --t i. If dim E = 1, assume 
that iE T, otherwise iE f. Since the conclusion about w follows from that 
about w(t), it suffices to show that the sequence {w(t,)) contains a subse- 
quence converging to ~(9. 
According to Lemma 1.3, there exists a sequence {w,) such that w, E lKtn 
for all n and w, + ~(9. To see this, let B be an arbitrarily small 
neighbourhood of i + w(F) in IK. Then x(B) is a neighbourhood of i in T, so 
that t, E z(B) for almost all n. Now the existence of a sequence {w,,} with 
the required properties follows from the fact that n-‘(tJ n B # 0 for almost 
all n. 
Since w(t,) is a solution of inequality (4) (with t = tn), 
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So by Lemma l.l(ii), with u = w, and w = w(t,), 
6 II w, - w(L>l12 G w, + wn> - w, + w(t,)>, w, - W(L)> 
< (%I + WA w, - eJ>. (5) 
An application of Schwarz’ inequality to (5) gives 
Thus {w(t,)} is bounded and we may assume, passing to a subsequence, that 
w(t,) -+ W weakly in H. Recall that @ is weak lower semicontinuous, w(t) 
minimizes the functional w ++ @(t + w) and w, -+ w(t). It follows that 
@(I + w(Q) < @(i + W) < lim inf @(1, + w(t,)) 
< lim inf @(t, + w,) = @(t + w(Q). 
Hence @(i + W) = @(t + w(g), so that W = w(f). Let n + co in (5). Then 
6 II w, - W(L)/12 < (W, + WJ, w, - w(Q) + 0, 
because w, + w(g strongly and w(t,) -+ w(g weakly in H. It follows that also 
w(t,) + w(t) strongly. I 
1.5. THEOREM. (i) If IJJ has a local minimum at t, E T, then 
uO = t, + w(tO) is a solution of inequality (3). 
(ii) If w  has a local maximum at t, E f, then uO = t, + w(tO) is a 
solution of inequality (3). 
Proof. (i) Let I(t - t,ll be small. By the minimizing property of w(t) 
(Lemma 1.2), 
qt + w) > @(t + w(t)) = v(t) > y&) = @(to + W(Q). 
Hence @ has a local minimum at u0 = t, + w(tJ and it follows that 
(ml), fJ - uo) = (d/ds) @(sv + (1 - s) uo)ls=o > 0 Vv E IK. 
(ii) Let t, E 7? To simplify notation assume that u0 = t, + w(t,) = 0 
(this causes no loss of generality) and let w(t) = wt. Since @(t + WJ < Q(O) 
for small I/t 11, it follows from Taylor’s formula that 
0 > @(t + w,) - Q(O) = (F(O), t) + (F(O), w,) + W(O) t, t) 
+ (F’(O) t, wt> + f(F’(O) w,, WI) + Wl12 + Ilw~ll’>* (6) 
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We claim that there exists an element a E E such that 
(a, t) + W), w> > 0 Vu=t+wElK. 
Assume the claim for the moment. By (6) and (7), 
(7) 
0 2 $qt + WJ - Q(O) > (F(0) -a, t) + W’(O) 4 4 
+ (F’(0) t, WJ + f(F’(O) w,, WI) + ~(lltll* + II wtlV>. (8) 
Let C be a positive constant. If C is large enough, it follows from the 
condition (C2) that the quadratic term in (8) is positive on the set 
(t+wE~K:Ilwll~Clltll}, and is greater than the remainder whenever 
11 t + wtll is small. Hence, for small 11 tll, 
(F(0) - a, t) < 0. 
On the other hand, on the set {t + w E IK : 11 wll < C II tll}, 
vP) - a, 4 + 411 [II> < 0, 
according to (8). Since 0 E f, the above inequality holds for all t in a small 
neighbourhood of 0 E E. Hence (F(O), t) = (a, t) Vt E E. By (7), 
(WqJ, u - 4) = WQ u> = vv9, t> + (WQ w> 
= (a, t) + (w9, w) > 0 Vu = t + w E IK, 
so that u,, = 0 is a solution of (3). 
It remains to verify (7). If (F(O), w) = 0 VW E W, we simply set a = 0. So 
assume that (F(O), w) # 0 for some w E W. Let 
Z=(wE W:(F(O),w)=O}. 
Since El @ W’ = H, there exists an element e E El such that 
(W), w> = (e, w> VWE w. 
Note that H = E @ span{e} @ Z. For u E H write ZJ = t + se + z, where 
t E E, s E R and z E Z. Let P be the projection from H to E @ span{e} given 
by Pu = t + se and let 1°K = P(IK). Recall that w(0) = 0 is a solution of 
inequality (4), that is, (F(O), w) > 0 VW E IK,. Observe that 0 is not an 
interior point of 1°K (in E @ span{e}). For if it is, there exists a number s < 0 
such that se E Ik. Hence w = se + z E IK, for some z E Z, and consequently, 
(F(O), w) = (e, se + z) = s(e, e) < 0, 
a contradiction. It follows that there exists a hyperplane of support n for IR 
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at 0. Moreover, 7c is not orthogonal to E because the set T, which is the 
image of the orthogonal projection of 1°K into E, would then lie entirely on 
one side of 71 n E, contradicting the fact that 0 E f. Consequently, 71 is 
orthogonal to a + e for a suitable a E E, so that (a, t) + s(e, e) = 0 
Vt + se E 7~. We claim that 
(a, t) + s(e, e) > 0 Vt + se E Iii. 
Since IE lies on one side of 7c, it suffices to show that the reverse inequality 
does not hold. If it does, then (a, t) + s(e, e) < 0 for some t + se E Ik. Using 
the fact that 0 E f and choosing t + se of small norm, we may assume that 
-t E T. Hence -t + s, e E IR for some s, and (a, -t) + s,(e, e) < 0. Adding 
this inequality to the previous one we obtain f(s, + s)(e, e) < 0. Since oe = 
i(s, + s) e E IR, w = (se + z E IK, for some z E 2, so that 
(F(O), w) = (e, ue + z) = a(e, e) < 0, 
a contradiction. Thus (9) is satisfied. It follows that 
(4 t> + (F(O), w) = (a, t) + (e, se + z) = (a, t) + s(e, e) 
>O b’u=t+w=t+se+zElK. 1 
1.6. COROLLARY. Suppose that w(t) = @(t + w(t)) is bounded above and 
attains its supremum at some t, E f. Then inequality (3) is solvable. 
Moreover, the solution u, = t, + w(t,) has the property that 
@(to + w(tJ) = sup min @(t + w). 
IET WE IK, 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 1.5(ii). 1 
Remarks. (i) Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6, although valid for 
1 < dim E < co, may not be easy to apply unless dim E = 1. 
(ii) If w has a local maximum at t, E T- ?, then t, + w(t,) need not 
be a solution of (3). For example, let IK = [ 1, co) c R and G(t) = l/t. Then 
E = R and y(t) = @p(t) has a maximum at t, = 1 but the inequality 
tEIK: W(t)(s - t) > 0 \JsElK 
has no solution. 
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2. APPLICATION TO ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 
Let S be a bounded domain in Rd having a smooth boundary aR. Let H 
be the closure, in the H132(8)-norm, of the set 
where 3,R is a subset of 3Q (thus, in particular, H = H’q2(R) if 3,B = 0 
and H = H~VZ(0) if a,0 = X!). Consider the variational inequality 
uElK: (U,v-U)-q!nU(V-U)dX>Jng(V-U)dX Vu E IK, (10) 
where A E R, g E L’(0) and 
Vu . Vu + uv) dx 
is the inner product in H. The convex set IK is given by 
IK = {v E H : v(x) > 0 a.e. in 0). 
The bilinear form (u, v) corresponds to the differential operator -A + I (A 
denotes the Laplacian, I the identity mapping) and was chosen for 
simplicity: the argument works for all symmetric and coercive bilinear forms 
a(u, v) corresponding to the differential operator 
Lu = - K7 Dj(aijDiu) + bu, 
ij 
where aij, b E L “(Q) and, for some constant c > 0, 
“ aij(x> tilj > C ItI2 v< = (c, ,..., cd) E Rd, a.e. in Q. 
7y 
The assumption that g E L2(R) was only made in order to minimize 
technicalities. It is easy to see that all results of the present section remain 
true if (, g(v - u) dx is replaced by (g, u - u), where g E H*, the dual of H, 
and ( , ) is the duality pairing (the hypothesis in Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 that 
g(x) < 0 a.e. in Q should then be changed to (g, v) < 0 Vu E IK, v  # 0). 
Define a linear mapping L : H -+ H and an element p E H by 
(Lu, v) = lo uv dx, (p, v) = i, gv dx. 
Then inequality (10) may be rewritten as 
uEIK: (u-rlLu,v-u)>(p,v-u) Vu E IK. (11) 
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Denote by Ai the ith eigenvalue of -d + I in H. If A < 1,) the bilinear form 
(U - ALU, v) is coercive, so that there exists a unique solution of (11) [4, 
Theorem 11.2.11. It is well known that ;1, is a simple eigenvalue and a 
corresponding eigenfunction e, may be chosen so that e,(x) > 0 Vx E 52. 
Suppose that e, is normalized by (e,, e,) = 1 and let 
H=E@ W, 
where E = span{e,} and W is orthogonal to E. For u E H write ZJ = te, + W, 
where t E R, w E W. Note that 
i e, w dx = (Le,, w) = (l/A,)(e,, W) = 0, R 
and therefore w changes sign in 52. It follows that if u = te, + w E IK, then 
t > 0, and if t = 0, then also w = 0. 
Suppose now that k = Ai. Then inequality (11) is uniquely solvable if 
(p, e,) < 0, and unsolvable if (p, e,) > 0 [2, Lemma 1 and Theorem I]. For 
A > A, we have the following nonexistence result: 
2.1. PROPOSITION. If A > A, and (p, e,) > 0, p # 0, then inequality (11) 
has no solution. 
ProoJ Let u = te, + w E IK. Then t > 0 and v = (t + 1) e, + w E IK. If u 
is a solution of (1 l), then 
(u -ALU, 21- u) = (te, + w - AL(te, + w), e,) = (1 -A/A,) t > (p, e,) > 0. 
Thus t = 0 and therefore also w = 0. Consequently, u = 0 is a solution of 
(ll), so that 
OZ(p,v)=j/vdx Vu E IK. 
Hence g(x) < 0 a.e. in J2. On the other hand, (p, e,) = loge, dx > 0. It 
follows that g(x) = 0 a.e. in Q and p = 0. 1 
Now we shall study the solvability of inequality (11) for 1, < L < 1,. Let 
F(u) = u -ALU -p. The mapping F satisfies the conditions (Cl) and (C2) 
at the beginning of Section 1. To see this, let 
Q(u) = $(I4 -ALU, 24) - (p, 2.4). 
Then Q’(u) = F(u). Since the norm is weak lower semicontinuous and the 
mapping L is completely continuous, it follows that @ is weak lower 
semicontinuous. Furthermore, given u E IK, 
(F’(u) w, w) = (w - ALw, w) > (1 -A/A,) /I w/l2 VWE w, 
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according to the variational characterization of 2,. Hence (Cl) and (C2) are 
satisfied. 
A simple computation shows that 
@(ccl + w) = i(l -12/A,) t2 + +(w - ALw, w) - (p, te, + w). (12) 
Observe that u = 0 is a solution of (11) if and only if g(x) < 0 a.e. in Q. 
Also, as follows from the proof of Proposition 2.1, this is the only solution if 
1>1, andg=O. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let A, < A < A2 and suppose that g(x) < 0 a.e. in f2. 
Then inequality (11) has at least two solutions. 
Proof. The first solution is u = 0. To show the existence of the second 
one we shall use Corollary 1.6. Observe that (in the notation of Section 1) 
T= [0, co) and IK, = (0). It follows from (12) that 
u/(t) = I$; @(te, + w) < c?(tel) = $(l -n/A,) t2 - t(p, e,). 
1 
Hence v(t) + -co as t 4 co. We claim that v/(t) > 0 for all small t > 0. If the 
claim is false, there exists a sequence {t,} of positive numbers such that 
t, -+ 0 and I < 0 for all n. Let z, = w(t,)/t,. Then 
y(t,) = @(t, + w(t,)) = ;( 1 - Jqn,> tt, + #(z, - rL!Jz,, ZJ 
- t” I de, + z,J dx. R 
Since g(x) < 0 a.e. in a, 
u/(t,) > i(l -A/&) t:, + $:(z, - ALz.3 en). 
If 11 z, II--+ co, I > 0 for almost all n, contradicting the fact that I < 0. 
We may therefore assume, after passing to a subsequence, that z, + Y weakly 
in H. It follows that 
(l/t,> v4,) = f(l -w,> t, + ttncz, - ALZ,, ZJ 
-! de, +zJdx+- i g(el + Z> dx. R R 
Since e, + z, E IK and (e,, ZJ = 0, e, + FE IK - {O}. Thus 
-I g(e,+F)dx>O, 
n 
so that I,v(~,) > 0 for almost all n. This proves the claim. 
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Since ~(0) = 0 and v is continuous, suptoT v(t) is attained at some 
t, E (0, co). Hence u0 = t,e, + w(t,) is the second solution of (11). 1 
2.3. THEOREM. Suppose that (p, e,) < 0. Then there exists a positive 
number E = e(p) < AZ -A, such that inequality (11) is solvable for all 
/1 < 1, + E. The solution is unique for A < A,. For A, < A < A, + E there exist 
at least two solutions. 
Proof: As we have already mentioned, the existence and uniqueness of 
solutions for A < A, follows from [4, Theorem 11.2. I] and [2, Theorem 11. 
Let A E (ki, A,). The argument at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.2 
shows that y(t)-+ --c13 as t + co. Since {(w - ALw, w) - (p, w) is bounded 
below. there exists a constant c such that 
V(t) = FJ,” @(te, + w) > f(1 -1/n,) t* - t(p, e,) - c. 
I 
An elementary computation shows that the expression on the right-hand side 
of the above inequality has a positive maximum at i= (p, e,)/(l - A/1,) > 0 
provided that 1 -A, is positive and sufficiently small. So it follows from 
Corollary 1.6 that inequality (11) has at least one solution. Since w maps 
[O, co) into R and attains its maximum at some t, > 0, it must also have a 
local minimum. This gives the second solution (see Theorem 1.5(i)). 1 
Note that in each of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we obtain two solutions of (11) 
with quite different properties: one is stable in the sense that it corresponds 
to a local (but not global) minimum of the functional @, the other is unstable 
since it corresponds to a maximum of w (as has been mentioned in the 
Introduction, this is a sort of saddle point for @). 
Remarks. (i) Given A E (A,, AZ), it follows easily from the proof of 
Theorem 2.3 that inequality (11) is solvable (and has at least two solutions) 
if (p, e,) < 0 and IIp2112/(p, el>’ < (1 -Wd/(W, - 11, where P = 
(p, e,) e, +p2 (these conditions are sufficient in order that v/(g > 0 for some 
t > 0). 
(ii) For a fixed I E (A,, A,) the condition (p, e,) < 0, although 
necessary if p # 0, is not sufficient in order that (11) be solvable. To see this, 
assume the contrary. Choose a sequence {p,} c H such that (p,, e,) < 0 for 
all n, p, +p # 0 and (p, e,) = 0. Let U, be a solution of the inequality 
u,E IK: (u, - ALU, 9 2) - u,> > (P”, v - 4) Vu E IK. (11)” 
If U, = t,e, + W, and v = (t, + 1) e, + wnr then 
(u, - ALU, 3 u - 4 = (1 -VU t, 2 (P,, el). 
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Hence 0 < t, < (p,, e,)/(l -n/n,) -+ 0 as n + 00. Since W, = w(t,) (cf. 
Lemma 1.2), W, + w(0) = 0 and U, + 0. Taking limits in (1 l), it follows that 
u = 0 is a solution of (11) with p =p. This is a contradiction to Proposition 
2.1 because p # 0 and (j?, e,) = 0. 
(iii) Let IK be a closed convex subset of H with the sole property that 
if v E IK then v + z E IK for any z E H, z(x) > 0 a.e. in R. The proof of 
Theorem 2.3 shows that inequality (11) has at least one solution for A, < A < 
1, + E(P) provided that (p, e,) < 0. Indeed, I+Y is defined on a (closed or 
open) interval T such that [t, co) c T for some iE R. Furthermore, 
y(t) + -co as t + co for a fixed A E (Ai, A, + E(P)), y(t] is bounded above 
as A 1 A1 while sup,>? y(t) + co as 2 1 A i . Hence inequality (11) has a 
solution by virtue of Corollary 1.6. 
As examples of convex sets having the above property we may take, for 
instance, 
IK, = (v E H : v > v in w}, 
where n E H’,‘(fi) and w is compactly contained in R, or 
(both inequalities are in the sense of H’*2(Q), cf. 14, Section 11.51). 
Next we consider a semilinear operator. Let 
F(u) = u - kt.u + Nu -P, 
where L and p are defined as previously and N is given by 
(Nu, v) = jn h(u) v dx. 
Here h is a C’ real-valued function such that 
h(O) = h’(0) = 0. (13) 
Moreover, the derivative h’ satisfies the growth restriction 
Ih’(u)l <Cl + c2 IuIS-l VuER, (14) 
where c,,c,>O, I<s< co if d=l or 2 and l<s<(d+2)/(d-2) if 
d > 2. It follows from standard results in Sobolev spaces that N is well 
defined, completely continuous and of class C’. Suppose that 
h'(u)>0 Vu E R and h’(u) + co as ]u]-+co. (15) 
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Define H(u) = s; h(s) ds and 
Q(u) = $(u - ALU, u) + I, H(u) dx - (p, u). 
Consider the variational inequality 
uEIK: (u -ALU + Nu, v - u) > (p, v - u) vv E M, (16) 
where IK = {v E H : V(X) > 0 a.e. in Q}. Since G’(U) = F’(U) and L and N are 
completely continuous, the condition (Cl) at the beginning of Section 1 is 
satisfied. If A, < 1 < A,, then condition (C2) is also satisfied, with 
E = span{e, ) and W orthogonal to E, because 
(F’(U) w, w) = (w - ALW, w) + 1, h’(u) w2 dx > (w - ALw, w) 
2 (1 -w*> 11412 VWE w. 
We show that Q(u) -+ co as ]] u]l+ 00. Note that 
@p(u) = f 11 u II* + j. (H(u) - $u’) dx - (p, u). 
By (15), there is a constant R > 0 such that H(u) > flu* whenever ]U I > R. 
Hence 
@wilI4*+~ (H(u) - $u*) dx - (p, u) 
-lul<R 
>~l1412-(P4)--c~~ as ](uI] + co. 
The constant c which bounds the integral above exists by virtue of (14). Now 
it follows from [ 1, Theorem 6.1. l] that the functional @ attains its infimum 
over IK and therefore inequality (16) is solvable (for all p). We shall use the 
results of Section 1 in order to prove the existence of multiple solutions. 
2.4. THEOREM. Suppose that II is fixed in (A,, A,) and h satisfies 
(13)-(15). If g(x) < 0 a.e. in Q and II g(l,,C,, is sufficiently small, then 
inequality (16) has at least three solutions. 
Proof: One verities that u = 0 is the first solution. Since Q(u) -+ co as 
Ilull + 003 
Also, 
y(t) = @(te, + w(t))+ co as t + co. 
y(t) < @(te,) = j(l -L/L,) t* + jn H(te,) dx - t !, ge, dx. 
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It follows from (13) that w(tI) < 0 for some t, provided that 11 g(l,,(,, is 
suffkiently small. Since H(u) > 0 Vu, one shows as in the proof of Theorem 
2.2 that v(t) > 0 for all small t > 0 (and therefore ty(t,) > 0 for some t, < tI). 
Hence y(t) has a local maximum and a local minimum in (0, a~). This gives 
the second and the third solution according to Theorem 1.5. 1 
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